
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

September 2021 
 

WINE:  2015 Burgess ‘Hillside Vineyards’  

    Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley 
 

GRAPES:  90% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

         8% Petit Verdot, 2% Malbec 

         

ATTITUDE:  Mountain Classic  

 

FOOD:  Braised or Roasted Meats (shortribs)   
 

 

THIS WINE:   
 

Burgess has been operating in Napa’s Howell Mountain sub-region since 1972.  This Cabernet which hails 

from two of its estate vineyards is not identified as a Howell Mountain product.  The “Napa Valley” 

designation must imply that some of the vines fall below the required elevation and therefore outside the 

area’s official boundaries.  Yes, Howell Mountain is fairly unique for being defined as existing only above 

the potential fog line (1400 feet, if I’m remembering right). 
 

Nonetheless, the voice of Howell Mountain is certainly speaking here.  As “un-Cabernet” as the descriptor 

may sound, I frequently identify a certain energetic sense of grapefruit in the perfume of the reds from this 

sub-appellation.  That happens here, amid the cherry fruit, pencil lead Bordeaux-ish-ness, and  

alternatingly calming nuances of vanilla and chocolate.      
 

On the palate, that urgency of “energy” continues.  Tannins and acids both threaten, “We’ll tangle up your 

tongue if you don’t eat something!”  While at 14.5% alcohol this Burgess behaves like a lower-alcohol, 

more classically-styled Napa Cab.  Earth is as prevalent as fruit.  An emphasis on structure over sauciness is 

another “tell”.   
 

Our quest to show you Cabernet greatness in different iterations of style is thus fulfilled this month.  This 

Burgess is a great food Cab, and one eschewing the fruit bomb style.  The Peju Cabernet we’ll soon 

confront is certainly no fruit bomb but its message is less gruffly, more mellowly related.  Final note:  

Antonio Galloni (formerly of Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate and now of Vinous) awarded this wine 93 

points, so there are TWO endorsements going for it! 
 

54.99 / 49.49 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Peju Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley  
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Take a walk on the MILD side!   

 

GRAPES:  75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot, 

       6% Petit Verdot, 2% Malbec 

 

FOOD:    Filet Mignon with Brandy Sauce   

 
 

 

 

 

The EASYGOING ALTERNATIVE: 
  

It is remarkable that this Cabernet, four years YOUNGER than the 2015 Burgess, is four times more 

smooth and easygoing with its delivery of smoked plums, dark figs, and ripe cherries.  Conventional 

wisdom has it that the older a red gets, the more soft and supple it becomes.  The deeper look at Burgess 

gave clarity:  THAT Cab is the product of mountain fruit and a more classical winemaking treatment.  This 

Peju is sourced more from valley floor sites and certain winemaking techniques were employed to make it 

enjoyable sooner.  Peju Cabernet is grown and designed for the faster turn.  That is, this 2019 appears on 

restaurant lists where the customer needs a Cab that’s ready NOW.  A bottle is ordered.  Then another.  

Inventories are rapidly depleted and refilled.  THIS is how to compensate for all the costly time Cabernets 

already spend hanging on a vine and hanging out in a winery’s barrel room! 

 

Peju, so familiar for its position on Napa Valley’s Highway 29 (surely you’ve seen those Dr. Seuss-ian trees 

lining the driveway!), is a specialist of amenability in its wines.  This choice of “house style” goes back 

farther than you may think.  Remember “The French Paradoxx”?  This fad diet of the eighties advocated 

the drinking of red wine, yet many of the reds of the time were too tannin-endowed for the casual 

consumer to handle.  Former nurseryman Tony Peju designed some of his first reds to accommodate the 

people’s smoothness-craving palate.  The success of those early wines established the Peju Way. 

 

Peju’s most sought-for wine is not its Cabernet, ironically.  More people know the producer for their 

iconic Cabernet Franc.  I’ve tasted it and hope to carry it, but can’t club it for its higher price! 

 

54.99 / 49.49 for all wine club members 

 

 



The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

September 2021  
 

WINE:  2017 Tikveš ‘Barovo’   
 

SOURCE:  Barovo Vyd, Tikveš, North Macedonia 
 

GRAPES:  65% Kratošija / 35%Vranec 

 

ATTITUDE:  Ironically Familiar    
 

FOOD:  Big meat dishes!  Brontosaurus?! 
 

APPRECIATION 
 

I hope you appreciate my going to the trouble of properly representing the “s” with the v-shaped “caron” in 

three of the names above.  From what I’ve just learned, this designation directs you to pronounce the “sh” 

sound, though I still have no idea what language they speak in North Macedonia.  Okay, fine:  I just looked 

that up, too.  They speak Bulgarian-related “Macedonian,” which is a Slavic tongue.  Well, we’ve all just 

learned a thing or two! 
 

I hope you appreciate the open-mindedness / adventurous spirit of an importer of Spanish and French 

wines heading to Macedonia to involve himself in a wine project of which we’d never know of otherwise.  

Yes, Eric Solomon even dragged the great Philippe Cambie from Chateauneuf-du-Pape to take part in the 

winemaking! 
 

I hope you appreciate The Wine Steward finding you things like this, and we never would have without 

our own “appreciation” of a particular wine rep pointing it out to us.  Your wine world just enlarged, yes? 
 

I hope you PARTICULARLY appreciate that ‘Barovo’ is no novelty wine but a valid, impressive, and 

useful one.  Your approach to new wines like this may be different, but when I encounter such a thing I’m 

bound to connect it to something more familiar.  When I smelled and tasted this glowingly-dark “What is 

it?” red I immediately thought of Montepulciano d’Abruzzo AND Campagnia’s Taurasi made from 

Aglianico; two different Italian reds, that is.  The gruff but attractive ripe fruit in the nose, the structure 

(acids and tannins) in the mouth, and the overall potency of Barovo impress me.  – And make me very, 

very hungry. 
 

Appreciate this, finally:  You should honor this great, hitherto unknown red with MAJOR FOOD.  

Roasts, shanks, knuckles, ribs . . . all that gnarly-licious stuff will honor Barovo!        

 

30.99 / 27.89 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Il Fauno di Arcanum  
 

 

SOURCE:  Toscana, Italy 
 

 

GRAPES:  52% Merlot, 38% Cabernet Franc, 

                  8% Cabernet Sauvignon, 2% Petit Verdot 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Important 
 

 

FOOD:  Boar or Ribeye                                                                 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

RIDICULOUSLY GOOD   

We’ve had a long relationship with this particular wine.  Current vintages of Il Fauno have landed in your 

club several times over the years, and its importer also keeps back a good bit of certain bottlings, allowing 

us to “club” a library version once or twice.   
 

So common to our shelf as it’s become, certain customers become concerned when their favorite Tuscan 

wine is absent.  Bill (we’ll call him that since that’s his name) in particular has been asking after Il Fauno 

for nearly a year.  We couldn’t – or wouldn’t – supply him because the 2017 version we tasted over and 

over again just didn’t cut the mustard; a rare slump for il Fauno!   
 

We were therefore very glad to have our vendor climb the stairs to show us this 2108, and even gladder 

upon observing the dark color, smelling the compact yet abundant scents, and tasting and feeling a very 

valid, “important” return to il Fauno’s usual goodness.  In fact, this may be the best example I’ve ever 

tasted.  Note: This “important” red STILL dips below $30 with your wine club discount.  Why in the 

world WOULDN’T you make room in your cellar for at least six bottles, trying one every year or so.  I 

PROMISE this is one of those perfect juxtapositions of high quality and durability for an attainable price!! 
 

Forget the 94-point Decanter rating if you’d like and assess on your own.  – Or follow my own experience 

. . . Density of color; opaque.  This is not “thin” wine.  Cherries, underbrush, and dark red rose petals 

erupt from the nose.  The Cab Franc is announcing!  The palate is alarmingly beautiful; concentrated, 

sleek, and “young” in build.  Here is a great fusion of Bordeaux varieties speaking through Tuscan terroir.  

The iron and sottobosco of place will not be denied, nor will the Right Bank Bordeaux insinuation.   
 

I have tasted a lot of supposedly “great” wines from around the world adorned with far more daunting 

price tags.  THIS is seriously good – delicious, complex, and durable – for the money!!      
 

Bill, GET SOME!! 
 

32.99 / 29.69 for Wine Club Members  

 



The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(West Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
September 2021 

 

WINE:  2018 Sarah’s Vineyard Pinot Noir 
 

SOURCE:  Sarah’s Vineyard, Santa Clara Valley  
      

GRAPES:  100% Pinot Noir 
 

ATTITUDE:  Honesty.  Elegant ruggedness.   
 

FOOD:  Grilled salmon   
 

HONESTY   
 

HONESTY.  I recently asked Cathy if she thought a Pinot Noir submission to your club was appropriate.  

“For the California Wine Club?  Pinot Noir?”  She didn’t understand the question.  I elaborated, saying I 

was afraid to provide your group with a more “modestly-sized” red, expecting you to want “darker” and 

“bigger” all the time.  She set me straight:  YOURS TRULY didn’t understand the question!  Why the hell 

wouldn’t a member of something called “California Wine Club” want a varietal for which our state is 

famous; of which our state is proud?!   

 

HONESTY.  Well, then:  I should try to find the darkest, most souped-up version of Pinot Noir to satiate 

that club member’s palate I’m so worried about pleasing.  Or, no:  I should see the light and realize the 

openminded member wants an authentic, “honest” example of anything they’re trying.  I see, I’m 

supposed to expect a certain level of thoughtfulness from you!  Fine. 

 

HONESTY.  Here is REAL Pinot Noir, un-souped-up.  The color isn’t darkened by an additive.  The nose 

isn’t steered by oak or over-ripeness.  The palate remains – honestly – unenhanced.  This is HONEST 

juice from the Santa Clara Valley, a historic wine place a lot of Bay Areans never traverse unless their 

iPhone is sending them on an alternative-to-Highway 17, accident-free route to Santa Cruz.   

 

HONESTY.  Approach this wine open-mindedly.  Savor the strawberry and earthy rosebush fragrance.  

Feel the pomegranate-like acids along with the long and elegant, discreet sense of red syrup.  This is real 

wine, wonderfully reflective of location and varietal and remarkably affordable for how much it actually 

declares.  HONEST!         

 

22.49 / 20.24 for all wine club members 

 



  

          WINE:  2019 Elizabeth Rose ‘Chockablock’       

 

     SOURCE:  Napa Valley  

 

     GRAPES:  70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 18% Merlot,  

   12% Malbec 

 

          ATTITUDE:  Enough, and not TOO MUCH  

        - and undeniably, surprisingly NAPA!!  

 

          FOOD:  Roasted meats and shrooms    

 

 

Chip off the ol’ (Ghost) Block 
 

Just to see if it’s still relevant per this new vintage of ‘Chockablock, the following material comes 

from notes I wrote about the 2015 version we clubbed it some four years ago:   
 

I took an unkind jab at trophy Cabernet “Ghost Block” at our recent Nickel & Nickel event, but only as a 

tongue-in-cheek remark.  The Ghost Block folks own the Rock Cairn vineyard, and I ventured that N&N 

does a better job with their fruit than the GB owners themselves.  What was I supposed to say with Nickel 

& Nickel’s gifted winemaker Darice Spinelli in the room?!   
 

The fact is, Ghost Block Cabernet is a different STYLE of Cabernet, so comparing their interpretation with 

the Nickel & Nickel rendition isn’t really fair.  Ghost Block goes for a leaner, more elegant but no less 

flavorful wine and this ‘Chockablock’ echoes the idea. 
 

Less purple and more ruby in hue.  Less in the way of violets and blackberries and alternatively providing 

a more perfumey, sultry redness (sage, raspberry sauce, brined olives).  Less in alcoholic bombast and 

more in balance, complexity, and graceful length . . . here is a less-is-more Napa red experience which 

is definitely designed to cost more! 
 

The grapes at play:  41% Merlot, 41% Malbec, 12% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cab Franc, 1% Petit Verdot 

from Oakville and Yountville.   
 

The treatment we recommend:  Grilled Boudin Blanc (white Cajun) sausages, filet mignon, good friends! 

 

Now, back to present:  THIS 2019 uses far more Cabernet Sauvignon in the mix.  It is in fact a little more 

ample in feel than the aforementioned 2015, but stylistically remains pretty much true to what I wrote 

back then.  This wine is balanced and honest in scent and flavor.  Others at this price point are deliberately 

souped-up toward consumer-friendly sauciness and away from location identity.  One sip may not 

convince you but an entire glass should:  You’re having REAL and REALLY GOOD Napa juice for a hell 

of a price!                
 

21.99 / 19.79 for all members 



 

The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

September 2021 

 

WINE:  2020 Paxton ‘AAA’  
 

SOURCE:  McLaren Vale, Australia 
 

GRAPES:  55% Shiraz, 375 Grenache, 

         8% Mourvèdre 
 

 

STYLE:  Great for what it’s NOT  
 

 

 

FOOD:  Anything grilled 
 

What this is NOT.  

Australia makes a shit-ton of wine - much of it very good - but it seems many of you wearied of it long 

ago.  Our section of Down Unders, once so popular, now sees fewer hits.  Did we turn you against 

Australian wines?  Did the prevailing, therefore presumed, style of overwhelming sauciness finally catch up 

with you?  - Once saturated with “too much of a good thing” have you sworn to never return to the type? 
 

The wine we’re providing here is a reminder to never generalize.  Like the Torbreck ‘Juveniles’ and the 

Thorn-Clarke Single Vineyard Grenache shown to you earlier, this ‘SGM’ from Paxton is meant to wave a 

“Come back here!” flag to the wine drinker thinking all Aussie reds are over the top with eucalyptus, 

American oak, ragged acids, and barbecue sauce prolongment.   
 

One difference is the McLaren Vale source.  This area, cooler than more famous Barossa, has the ability to 

render a more balanced red.  Another is this particular producer’s obsessive interest in farming 

biodynamically and organically, where man-made fertilizers and other additions are shunned.  Does this 

attitude and practice have a direct impact on the quality of this wine?  Yes, I’d say, because anyone 

abandoning the easy way out for a more tricky type of farming MUST be a better observer of what’s 

happening in the vineyard.  Additionally, someone so crazy about farming will be less so about smothering 

the fruit with treatments and techniques once that lovingly-shepherded crop arrives in the winery. 
 

This red (not purple) wine is low on oak flavors and alternatively exuberant with its vibrant fruit.  There is 

an energy, or liveliness, to ‘AAA’; the berries and cherries are lifted with a crunchy, citric verve.  Your 

palate is shaken awake, not lulled asleep, by such a red wine.  You’re getting hungry.  Considering what 

we might have shown you from Australia 15 years ago, wouldn’t you call this a refreshing gearshift?       

21.99 / 19.79 for wine club members 



 

 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Condado de Haza  

 

SOURCE:  Ribera del Duero, Spain 

 

GRAPES:  100% Tempranillo 

 

ATTITUDE:  Dark, endearing gruffness 

 

FOOD:  Lamb, grilled.  

 

 

 

RdD is NOT Rioja! 
 

We’ve shown you a lot of Tempranillo-based Spanish reds over the years.  We do so because we like them 

of course, but also because they seem to strike a positive chord with a whole lotta you.  From a wine style 

point of view, Spanish Tempranillo can provide the same comforting effects of good California Cabernet.  

Berry/cherry fruit, generous dosing of oak, and cellar-worthiness all remind us of something closer to 

home. 
 

Not all Spanish Tempranillos are alike, however.  You can spend a mere seven dollars or so for a quaffable 

joven, made to be drunk young, or hundreds for a two decades-old Gran Reserva.  Pricing aside, however, 

I’d like you to know Spain’s two most important geographical locations for Tempranillo.  With apologies 

to Toro, La Mancha, and other regions, you should at least be aware of Rioja and Ribera del Duero. 
 

Tempranillos from Rioja tend to be more red in fruit and medium in body.  They aspire not to dark power 

but to mellow suaveness.  For a Rioja, size does not matter; elegance does.  Tempranillos from Ribera 

del Duero are more purple, from a fruit perspective.  They tend to deliver more impact, sometimes with 

less elegance or complexity; a monolithic effect of density.  The great ones can be graceful, but in the 

price range your club budget affords we tend to expect a Bordeaux-like, dark and stoic red. 
 

That, to my palate happens in this Condado de Haza.  A warmth of American oak toastiness joins dark 

cherry and plum fruit and earthy structure.  This is good, gutsy wine; as are most Ribera del Dueros.  We 

attribute this to the Ribera del Duero region’s more extreme temperatures.  The Tempranillo grape has 

learned to protect itself from this “continental climate” setting where days are hotter and nights are colder.  

Over the centuries the local “Tinto Fino” (Ribera del Duero’s name for the varietal) has mutated to a 

smaller berry with a thicker, more protective skin.  Ah, so THAT’S where all the darkness comes from!       

 

24.99 / 22.49 for Wine Club Members 



 

The Wine Steward’s 

 ‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

September 2021 
 

 

 

 

WINE:  2010 La Cappuccina    
 

SOURCE:  Soave, Verona, Italy 

 

 

GRAPES:  100% Garganega 
 

ATTITUDE:  Lovely Vagueness 
 

FOOD:  Seafood of all kinds  

GARGANEGA!!!! 

As any longtime resident of Tokyo can relate, Garganega once paired up with Mothra to defeat Godzilla in 

fifteen rounds.  Later on, Godzilla and Garganega maintained an uneasy truce long enough to destroy 

Monster X, plus half the city and all of the Japanese army’s tanks.  There were whispers of an on-again / 

off-again affair between Ultra Man and Garganega . . .   
 

Thus, I have wasted one paragraph’s worth of this page.   
 

We are taking you to a wine region called ‘Soave’ which is just east of Romeo and Juliet’s fave hotspot 

Verona, and an hour’s drive further east to Venice.  The once-maligned wine called ‘Soave’ (it had a 

reputation for being sucky) is now very good when the grapes are responsibly farmed and when the cepage 

is devoted to the Garganega grape.  The people at La Cappuccina use only Garganega in this Soave, and are 

hell-bent on a viticulture program omitting man-made amendments or fertilizers.  They want the black 

basalt / lava soils to be healthy enough to turn out a quality grape (and thereby quality wine), and to 

remain healthy enough for future generations to enjoy the same opportunity.  THOSE TWO CONCERNS 

ARE THE BASIS FOR ORGANIC AND BYODYNAMIC FARMING!!    
 

The result of this farming regimen coupled with a simple, fruit-preserving  / no-oak winemaking program 

is NOT a flamboyantly-scented drink with exaggerated flavors and enriched textures.  Rather, the wine 

before you perfectly performs Soave’s role as a discreet, vague, evasive, refreshing white.  Garganega, as 

rendered in Soave, shouldn’t loom large like some skyscraper-toppling monster.  It should make you 

salivate, and make your food you’re thereby craving taste better. 
 

It’s 7 a.m. and I’m still wearing flip-flops, heading across the just-mown lawn and past a dew-drenched 

lemon tree to check out my own grapevines.  The smell of refreshing dampness – a little lawn, citrus 

foliage, and damp stepping stones . . . THAT’S THIS!! 
 

17.99 / 16.19 for all wine club members 



 

WINE:  2019 Pajzos ‘T’ Furmint    
 

SOURCE:  Tokaj, Hungary 

 

GRAPES:  Mostly Furmint, plus Harslevlu  

               and Sargamuskotaly 
 

ATTITUDE:  Dee-luscious!! 
 

FOOD:  White fish, Shrimp, Sushi . . .  

 

 

WHEN IT WORKS THE FIRST TIME 

It’s not unusual for us to seek out the next vintage of a wine we successfully “clubbed” before (“successful,” 

meaning you bought more!).  In the case of this Hungarian white that wasn’t so easy.  When we first saw 

Pajzos, it was brought in by an importer brand new to us.  After that, there was no second encounter; they 

must have gone out of business.  This wine dropped off our radar.  Now, all of a sudden, an importer 

more familiar to TWS has begun to represent it.  We are delighted to announce we’re back in the dry 

Furmint biz!  Why not flashback to the original notes, since they’re useful (and I’m low on time!):    
 

“Not just for dessert anymore!” 

Until recently, Hungary has hung its wine-importing hat exclusively on the dessert wine hook.  Worthy 

rivals to Bordeaux’s Sauternes are the late harvest, often botrytized Furmints from Tokaj, the best 

examples of which endure for decades.  That decadent drink has been revered for centuries, with lots of 

lore to go along.  Tokay Essensia, its rarest and richest form to which Robert Parker has assigned perfect 

100-point scores, is said to be the Pope’s traditional pre-bedtime sip (he’d better brush his teeth after that 

thick-as-honey snack!).  Armed guards once accompanied wagons of the stuff headed for Russia’s Tokaj-

craving czars.  – Then there’s the unique way of making that wine (though updated these days) by 

capturing its drippings from a stone table and counting the yield in buckets, or puttonyos.   Read up on 

dessert-style Tokaj then try it sometime – you’ll be drinking one of the wine world’s greatest treasures. 
 

But “sometime” may take a while, as many of us only rarely reference the sweet wine genre.  Hungary’s 

exporters now realize this, finally providing us with its dry wines formerly known only to the Hungarians 

and their visitors.  The Wine Steward now has few of these and “Pajzos” is our best Hungarian value.   

Here Furmint is joined by 6% Harslevlu and 4% Sargamuskotaly, thrown in to challenge our spell checker.   
 

Only a few hundred cases of this snappy white made it to the United States, so acquiring enough for your 

wine club was a coup I was glad to pull off.  Beyond its rarity and the novelty of the Tokaj region’s bottle 

shape, Pajzos is just what we need while these warmer months prevail.  Savory aspects of chopped celery 

lushness and spicy white pepper complement lime blossom pizzazz and mandarin orange tang.  Fragrantly 

alluring, juicy, then abruptly ending; the abruptness is a mandate for another sip . . . and another . . . I 

imagine sushi would love this wine, as would a nice salade niçoise!           

 

16.49 / 14.84 for all wine club members 



 

The Wine Steward’s 

Tuesday 

Night 
W I N E   C L U B 

September 2021 
        

 

WINE:  2019 Cabeza Casa Garnacha 
 

 

SOURCE:  Cariñena, Spain 
 

 

 

GRAPES:  100% Garnacha 
  

ATTITUDE:  Best of its kind.  
 

FOOD:  Grill – anything!       

WHAT IT’S ABOUT: 
 

We return to Spain’s Garnacha Country for one of the best examples I’ve ever tasted from there.   
 

Garnacha – or Grenache – is the grape at play, prevalent in Spain’s northeast.  Terra Alta, Priorat, Campo 

de Borja, Calatayud, and Cariñena are its regional specialists.  While there are a few trophy versions often 

including Carignan and/or “international varieties,” many of these locations alternatively provide solid 

$10-ish 100% Garnacha bargain wines. 
 

Cabeza Casa is one of those, except it’s a little more than $10 and – to our collective palate – tastes more 

important than a “bargain wine.”  From a cooperative in Cariñena, where some say the Garnacha grape 

originated, comes a serious example; profound and elegant, per the accessible price. 
 

Understand that Garnacha / Grenache isn’t the most dark-skinned of grapes.  Without help from Syrah 

and/or Mourvèdre (the typical Rhone Valley augmenters) it naturally yields a slightly less colorful wine.  

This is compensated for by an exuberance of perfumy fruit, and Spanish Garnacha adds tobacco smoke and 

black pepper to the requisite kirsch.  Also typical of these often-unoaked wines is a certain acidic 

“crispness”; a lively salivation-inducing effect.  It’s supposed to make you hungry!   
 

Drunk alone, good Spanish Garnacha can seem edgy and disjointed.  Garnacha doesn’t like to be alone!  

We hereby encourage you to give it some company; engage protein, woodsmoke, and char.  In other 

words, rev up the grill and apply marinated veggies and meats to that venue.  THEN you will fully 

understand the remarkable goodness of this wine!! 
 

12.29 / 11.06 for all wine club members 



  
 

 

WINE:  2019 Paris Valley Road ‘Founder’s Red’ 

 

SOURCE:  California (south of King City, north of Paso Robles)  

 

GRAPES:  44% Zinfandel, 23% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

               19% Petite Sirah, 12% Syrah, 2% Merlot 

 

ATTITUDE:  EFFECTIVE – AGAIN! 

 

FOOD:  If you’re hungry 

 
 

 

 

HERE’S to ENNIS: 

   

Even from here I believe I can hear our former, much-appreciated staff member (now living in the San 

Diego area) applauding.  Certainly, Ennis would approve of this club placement not only for the inherent 

goodness of ‘Founder’s Red,’ but for the savvy retailer’s identification of a product that works and the 

wisdom of keeping it working.  It’s no accident that this is one of FOUR “club repeaters” this month! 

 

Paris Valley Road owns / controls a vast patch of vines surrounding Highway 101 starting about ten miles 

south of the King City Starbucks and continuing for many a mile; the only real scenery along this lonely 

stretch.  The difference between this very large California producers and others of its size is, frankly, 

better wine.   

 

Take this red blend, for instance.  It is fully ripe with its flavors, yet those flavors are real; not contrived.  

What I mean:  There’s no sense of non-grape additions that would “sweeten” the drink.  Rather, the ripe 

fruit is checked with good acidity.  Maybe you don’t like that word – “acidity” – but your mouth 

appreciates the effect of a drink that makes you want more – not less – of it.  Your palate is awakened, not 

subdued, by such a wine.  Acidity makes you hungry.  Founders Red thereby makes a lot of people happy; 

the butcher, the propane salesman, The Wine Steward . . . 

 

Aren’t we clever?!          

 

 

13.69 / 12.32 for ALL wine club members 


